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Purpose of your paper: To challenge current thinking about scheme design and management, by 

proposing a set of evidence-based principles for designing and managing injury schemes focused 

primarily on achieving health objectives. 

 

Synopsis:  The insurance model of scheme management used by injury compensation schemes in 

Australia creates an environment in which scheme finances are the primary driver of both system 

level and individual behaviour. Requirements to maintain a funding ratio of assets to liabilities means 

there is constant focus by system managers on liability management. The cycle of six monthly 

actuarial valuations heavily influences the actions of system managers, and drives a culture of short 

term ‘cost containment’ within regulatory authorities and insurers. Incentivisation of scheme staff to 

meet financial objectives influences decision making at the front-line of case management 

(Newnam et al, 2014), and is recognized by injured people (Kilgour et al, 2014a) and healthcare 

providers (Kilgour et al, 2014b) as a factor that substantially impacts system practice, policy and the 

behavior of case managers and their interactions with the scheme. When system finances get out of 

control, major system reform follows. There have been numerous examples of this in Australia over the 

past 5 years, with major changes to workers compensation systems legislation in New South Wales, 

South Australia, and federally via the Comcare scheme. 

 

From time to time activities that support the important public health objectives of injury schemes 

(e.g., return to work, effective rehabilitation and recovery) are sacrificed in order that schemes can 

meet requirements to maintain financial viability. This occurs both at the macro level of scheme 

design (for example, restricting benefits that can aid recovery or lifetime care of long-term injured 

clients in order to achieve target scheme funding ratio) and the micro level of claims management 

(for example, delays in accepting potentially costly mental health claims that make effective early 

intervention difficult). Research is beginning to demonstrate that policies and practices commonly 

used in injury schemes to assist financial control can have negative health impacts.  For example the 

continued, and in some jurisdictions growing, use of Independent Medical Examinations can 

exacerbate mental health conditions or lead to their onset (Grant et al, 2014; Kilgour et al, 2015).  

 

It is clear that in Australia’s injury schemes the primary driver of system and individual behavior is 

financial sustainability, with health outcomes an important but secondary objective.  

 

This paper proposes a set of principles for designing an injury compensation system driven primarily to 

achieve health objectives, while operating within the insurance model currently in place. The 

principles are based on evidence from within the compensation health field and from aligned fields. 

The paper is intended to promote debate and discussion in the sector about the most effective, 

efficient, and socially responsible approach to designing and managing injury compensation 

schemes in Australia.  

 

The ten principles are: 

 

 



   

 
 

1.  Health is the primary scheme objective. Scheme cost is a function of the burden of ill health 

within a scheme. Thus it follows that reducing disability in the system will result in reduction in 

system costs. Injury schemes should adopt health focused objectives as their primary goal, 

rather than financial or other objectives.  

 

2. Prevention, Prevention, Prevention. The most effective and resource efficient way of reducing 

the burden of injury is to prevent injury from occurring. This is already commonly accepted in 

our motor vehicle accident compensation systems, which have initiated many of the 

successful road safety initiatives of the past three decades. There is not the same linkage to 

primary prevention in many of the nation’s workers’ compensation systems. Secondary 

prevention (i.e., actions to reduce severity of injury) and tertiary prevention (i.e., actions to 

reduce ongoing disability) initiatives can also have major impact on the burden of ill health. A 

robust approach to the management of the problem of injury requires primary, secondary 

and tertiary prevention strategies to be linked and planned strategically across a population.   

 

3.  Do No Harm. There is now substantial evidence that injury compensation systems are an 

independent cause of disability in some claimants. That is, they cause harm and ill health over 

and above that caused by the accident or injury.  There is also evidence that changes in 

systems processes and policy can minimise much of this harm. In a public health model review 

and removal of harmful system practices would be a major priority.  

 

4. Treat the whole person. Not just the compensable bits. Co-morbidities have a major impact on 

both injury recovery and costs of compensation, yet most systems limit treatment to those 

injuries or conditions that are directly linked to the accident. There is also compelling evidence 

that social and psychological factors have a major impact on injury recovery and return to 

work. Schemes should adopt a biopsychosocial approach that involves developing and 

funding rehabilitation and return to work plans that take into consideration the injured person's 

entire life circumstances. This approach is unlikely to be able to be achieved by the 

compensation system acting in isolation, which leads me to the next principle.  

 

5. Take a systems approach. Compensation systems constantly interact with other systems in 

society, notably healthcare, legal, financial, industrial/employment and disability systems. 

Within any individual scheme, there are many organisations and individuals who can 

influence the recovery of a given client or cohort of clients. Our injury schemes tend to adopt 

a ‘reductionist’ approach to scheme management assuming a linear relationship between 

actions and outcomes, rather than a systems approach recognizing that actions can have 

many consequences, both intended and unintended, and that systems can adapt to policy 

or practice interventions that can overwhelm their intended effect.   

 

6. Ensure fairness and equity in procedures. Injury schemes are process driven. Almost every 

action within an injury scheme is taken within a set of established procedures or practices, 

some formal and some informal. It is now clear that some of these procedures are perceived 

as unfair or unjust by the clients of injury schemes. It is also clear that perception of injustice or 

lack of procedural fairness is associated with poor health outcomes in injured people. In 

contrast, ensuring fair and equitable processes are in place can support recovery and return 

to work.  

 

7. Enhance use and usability of data. Policy and program development, tactical claims 

management responses and scheme reform are all heavily influenced by claims data. This is 

despite claims data representing a very narrow window on a very complex system, and 

despite other inherent weaknesses of claims data. Few systems actively collect good quality 

information on the health and wellbeing of their clients. Even fewer actively link their claims 



   

 
 

data to other data sources to provide insights into factors impacting claimant and claim 

outcomes. Only some systems make data available for industry and the public to enable 

innovation to occur outside the regulatory authority. There are many blind spots in our current 

data sources that can be filled with data linkage and data mining projects. Creation of new 

data sources that accurately measure the health of those injured is also necessary.  

 

8. Invest in frontline workforce. Case managers play a critical role in injury schemes. They make 

decisions regarding treatment and service provision that can have major impacts both on 

health and on the financial status of the scheme. Injury case management is a highly 

pressured job with a large turnover, and most schemes find it difficult to develop and maintain 

high quality case management. Many schemes are now investing substantial effort in 

providing their case managers with the training and tools to perform this difficult role. 

Equipping these people with health-promoting, as well as liability management, tools is 

important.  

 

9. Engage the affected community. Globally, government led public health initiatives are seeking 

to engage the community affected by ill health, in order that they can develop and deliver 

services that target areas of greatest need. Without such engagement, it is difficult to create 

service offerings that truly meet the needs of the community. There is substantial room within 

injury schemes to generate system improvement by incorporating first-hand experience from 

injured people. This type of engagement also provides an opportunity to educate the 

community about the role of injury schemes, which can also promote more effective 

interaction with the public.  

 

10. Grow and use the evidence base. Achieving and implementing effective and efficient 

policy in this sector, just as within other sectors, requires access to good quality evidence to 

inform decision making. There are also substantial challenges in translating evidence in public 

policy settings that are also apparent in injury schemes, and that create barriers to good 

practice. Conversely there is now compelling evidence in some Australian jurisdictions that 

investing in research production and translation can have substantial benefit for injury 

schemes.  

 

Conclusions 

 

Australia's injury compensation systems currently adopt an insurance approach to scheme design 

and management. This creates an environment where, from time to time, the important public 

health objectives of injury compensation systems are sacrificed to maintain scheme financial 

sustainability. While this approach may achieve short-term financial success, over the long-term it 

is counter-productive because scheme finances are tightly coupled to the burden of ill health in 

a scheme.  Schemes that fail to address population health are thus also failing to address scheme 

long-term financial sustainability.  

 

A greater focus on health as the primary objective of injury compensation will ensure that both 

public health and financial objectives are achieved in the long-term. However some substantial 

changes to current policy, practice and system design are required to truly achieve a public 

health model of injury compensation.  

 

 


